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Subject: Clarifications to the interested parties regarding the Call for Expression of Interest for the project 

“Expansion of the Marine Works Infrastructure of Pier 6” – Part 6   
 
 
Following the previous clarifications in relation to the Call for Εxpression of Ιnterest for the project “Expansion of 
the Marine Works Infrastructure of Pier 6”, the replies – clarifications below refer to the requests submitted by 
the interested parties. The replies – clarifications are provided with a consecutive numbering. All replies – 
clarifications provided by ThPA S.A. constitute an integral part of the Call for Εxpression of Ιnterest. 
 
12. Question:  We have well noted the terms of your answer to clarification dated January 31st, 2020: 

The abovementioned request, that in the case of a Joint venture or Grouping of firms the classification Grade 
seven (7) of the direct parent company is identically transferrable to its direct affiliate company (ie the Leader 
of the Joint Venture or Grouping of firms), cannot be accepted. Therefore, the Leader cannot be a company 
supported by and invoke the certificate of Grade 7 attributed to its direct parent company.  
We would like you to consider the further clarification request: 
In reference to the IMPORTANTE NOTE 1 of the article 2.2.1, it is stipulated that "In the case of a joint venture 
or grouping of firms technical criterion 2.2.1 above must be met in full by the member who has the highest 
stake in the joint venture or grouping (the leader hereof)". 
We hereby seek your express consent and agreement for a slight relaxation of this above NOTE 1, having it 
revised with an amendment to consider Joint Ventures where members are jointly severally liable towards 
the Employers, as follows: 
"In the case of a joint venture or grouping of firms technical criterion 2.2.1 above must be met in full by the 
member who has the highest stake in the joint venture or grouping (the leader hereof), or in case of Joint 
Venture where members are jointly and severally liable to the Employer, by at least one member having a 
minimum share of 45% of the Joint Venture". 
We think that this amendment allows to propose Joint Venture where the leadership is given to an 
international player, not registered within the Greek classification system, while it maintains the required 
financial and technical robustness required through the presence of a Greek registered major Greek partner, 
dully registered as Grade 7 and guaranteeing the work completion though its joint and several liability 
towards the Employer. 
We look forward to receiving your response, hoping it will allow us to pursue this project with the 
Joint-Venture scheme we intend to implement, and we thank you in advance for your kind 
understanding. 
 
Answer: It is clarified that, the provisions of the Call for Expression of Interest, allow international 
construction enterprises, which are eligible to participate and undertake projects with similar budget to 
the indicative tender budget of the project “Expansion of the marine works infrastructure of Pier 6” (€ 
130,000,000) in their country of origin, to participate in the current tender procedure as the Leader of the 
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Joint Venture or grouping of firms, regardless of the percentage of participation share in this Joint Venture 
or grouping of firms and regardless of whether there is a Greek company in this Joint Venture or grouping 
of firms. 
Therefore, the abovementioned request for amendment of [IMPORTANT NOTE 1] cannot be accepted  and 
[IMPORTANT NOTE 1] remains as it is in the Call for EoI. 
 

 
 
Important note 
Please visit regularly THPA SA website http://www.thpa.gr/ in order to be promptly informed about the Call for 
Expression of Interest for the project “Expansion of the Marine Works Infrastructure of Pier 6”. 
 
 
Previous links related to the Call for Expression of Interest for the project “Expansion of the Marine Works 
Infrastructure of Pier 6” 

1. https://www.thpa.gr/index.php/en/diagonismoi/2253-call-for-expression-of-interest-1st-stage-to-
select-a-%E2%80%9Ccontractor%E2%80%9D  

2. https://www.thpa.gr/index.php/en/diagonismoi/2267-extension-of-the-stage-1-dossier-submission-
date-regarding-the-call-for-expression-of-interest-for-the-project-%E2%80%9Cexpansion-of-the-
marine-works-infrastructure-of-pier-6%E2%80%9D 

3. https://www.thpa.gr/index.php/en/diagonismoi/2269-diefk-p6-20200117-en 
4. https://www.thpa.gr/index.php/en/diagonismoi/2271-diefkr_p6_part2_en 
5. https://www.thpa.gr/index.php/en/diagonismoi/2273-diefkr_p6_part3_en 
6. https://www.thpa.gr/index.php/en/diagonismoi/2275-diefk-p6-20200131-en 
7. https://www.thpa.gr/index.php/en/diagonismoi/2277-diefk-p6-20200203-en 

 

  


